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The figure here shows two horizontal forces acting on  

a block that is on a frictionless floor. 

 Assume that a third horizontal force     3 also acts on the block.  

What are the magnitude and direction of     3 when the block is 

 (a) stationary and (b) moving to the left with a constant speed of 5 m/s?                                           

Didakticka obrada poglavlja iz  dinamike 

The figure shows overhead views of four situations in which two forces accelerate the same block across a 

frictionless floor. Rank the situations according to the magnitudes of (a) the net force on the block and  

(b) the acceleration of the block, greatest first.  
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Figure 5-22 shows overhead views of four situations in which forces act on a block that lies on a frictionless 

floor. If the force magnitudes are chosen properly, in which situations is it possible that the block is (a) 

stationary and (b) moving with a constant velocity?  

                                                             

Rjesenje a) 2 i4  b)2 i 4 
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Figure 5-24 gives the free-body diagram for four situations in which an object is pulled by several forces  

across a frictionless floor, as seen from overhead. In which situations does the object's acceleration      

have (a) an x component and (b) a y component? (c) In each situation, give the direction of     by naming either 

 a quadrant or a direction along an axis. (This can be done with a few mental calculations.)  

                                                                 

Fig. 5-24  Question 5. 

 

Rjesenje a)2,3,4   b)1,3.4  c) 
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Figure 5-25 gives three graphs of velocity component vx(t) and three graphs of velocity component vy(t). The 

graphs are not to scale. Which vx(t) graph and which vy(t) graph best correspond to each of the four situations 

in Question 5 and Fig. 5-24 ?  

                                                             

Fig. 5-25  Question 6. 

 

Rjesenje 1e) 2b)3fb )4cf 



Kojim od naznačenih puteva će se kretati kuglica kada napusti žljeb i nastavi da se 

kreće po stolu bez trenja? 
  

 



Željezna kugla je prikačena za žicu. Čovjek zavrti kuglu po kružnoj putanji koja je data 

na slici. U tački P se kugla istrže od žice. Koja od naznačenih putanja nabolje opisuje 

kretanje kugle poslije odvajanja ako je posmatramo odozgo.  
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Kolikom silom treba da djeluje da bi okrenula sanke tokom 4.5 sekundi ? 
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Two horizontal forces,  

 

F1=3i-4j   F2=-1i-2j 

 pull a banana split across a frictionless lunch counter. Without using a calculator, 

 determine which of the vectors in the free-body diagram of Fig. 5-21 best 

represent (a) F1 and (b) F2. What is the net-force component along (c) the x axis 

and (d)the y axis? Into which quadrants do (e) the net-force vector and (f) the 

split's acceleration vector point?  
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At time t = 0, a single force  of constant magnitude begins to act on a rock that is 

 moving along an x axis through deep space. The rock continues to move along 

that  axis. (a) For time t > 0, which of the following is a possible function x(t) for 

the rock's position: (1) x = 4t - 3, (2) x = -4t2 + 6t - 3, (3) x = 4t2 + 6t - 3? (b) For 

which function is F directed opposite the rock's initial direction of motion? 

•  Fig. 5-23 , two forces 1 and 2 act on a “Rocky and Bullwinkle” lunch box as 

the lunch box slides at constant velocity over a frictionless lunchroom floor. 

We are to decrease the angle q of F1 without changing the magnitude of F1. 

To keep the lunch box sliding at constant velocity, should we increase, 

decrease, or maintain the magnitude of F2?  

 

. 
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In Fig., a cord holds stationary a block of mass m = 15 kg, on a 

frictionless plane that is inclined at angle q = 27°.  

                                                                                       

             
    g. 

 

 

 

(a)  What are the magnitudes of the force      on the block from the cord 

 and the normal force      on the block from the plane? 

(b)  We now cut the cord. As the block then slides down the inclined  

plane, does it accelerate? If so, what is its acceleration? 
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In Fig. 5-29a , a block is attached by a rope to a bar that is itself rigidly attached to 

a ramp. Determine whether the magnitudes of the following increase, decrease, or 

 remain the same as the angle q of the ramp is increased from zero: (a) the 

component of the gravitational force g on the block that is along the ramp, (b) the 

tension in the cord, (c) the component of g that is perpendicular to the ramp, 

and(d) the normalforce on the block from the ramp. (e) Which of the curves in Fig. 

5-29b corresponds to each of the quantities in parts (a) through (d)?  

 

•A)raste b)raste c)opada d)opada e)ab 3 cd2 
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A vertical force  is applied to a block of mass m that lies on a floor. What happens 

 to the magnitude of the normal force  on the block from the floor as magnitude F 

is increased from zero if force  is (a) downward and (b) upward? 

 



Nacrtati sile koje djeluju na konja i kola koje vuce i oznacite par akcija i 

reakcija.Ako je sila kojom konj djeluje na kola ista kao sila kojom kola 

djeluju na konja zasto kola idu u smjeru vucne sile konja? 
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In Fig. 5-20a , a constant horizontal force Fap of magnitude 20 N is applied to 

block A of mass mA = 4.0 kg, which pushes against block B of mass mB = 6.0 kg. 

The blocks slide over a frictionless surface, along an x axis.  (a)  What is the 

acceleration of the blocks? (b)  What is the force FAB on block B from block A 

(Fig. 5-20c )? 



Figure 5-27 shows a group of three blocks being pushed across a frictionless floor 

by horizontal force .What total mass is accelerated to the right by (a) force  F   , 

(b) force F21on block 2 from block 1, and (c) force     F32 on block 3 from block 2? 

(d) Rank the blocks according to the magnitudes of their  acceleration, greatest 

first. (e) Rank forces   F  ,  F21 and  F 32 according to their magnitude, greatest 

first.  

(Warm-up for Problem 31)  

  

18 



In Fig. 5-28a , a toy box is on top of a (heavier) dog house, which sits on a wood 

 floor. In Fig. 5-28b , these objects are represented by dots at the corresponding 

 heights, and six vertical vectors (not to scale) are shown. Which of the vectors 

best represents (a) the gravitational force on the dog house, (b) the gravitational 

force on the toy box, (c) the force on the toy box from the dog house, (d) the force 

on thedog house from the toy box, (e) the force on the dog house from the floor, 

and (f)the force on the floor from the dog house? (g) Which of the forces are equal 

in magnitude? Which are (h) greatest and (i) least in magnitude?  
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Koje od njih čine par akcija-reakcija? 

(a) 4 or 5, choose 4; (b) 2; (c) 1; (d) 4 or 5, choose 5; (e) 3; (f) 6; (g) 3 and 6; 1, 2, and 5; 

(h) 3 and 6; (i) 1, 2, and 5 
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Figure 5-27 shows a group of three blocks being pushed across a frictionless floor by horizontal force     .  

What total mass is accelerated to the right by (a) force     , (b) force     21 on block 2 from block 1, and  

(c) force     32 on block 3 from block 2? (d) Rank the blocks according to the magnitudes of their  

acceleration, greatest first. (e) Rank forces     ,     21, and     32 according to their magnitude, greatest first.  

(Warm-up for Problem 31)  

                                    

Fig. 5-27  Question 10. 

 

The body that is suspended by a rope in Fig. 5-10c has a weight of 75 N. Is T 

equal to, greater than, or less than 75 N when the body is moving downward at (a) 

 increasing speed and (b) decreasing speed? 

a) manje b) veće 



Iz vatrogasnog smrka izlazi mlaz vode stalnom brzinom v I udara u vertikalni zid 

u blizini.Ako je protok vode iz smrka μ(kg/s), kolikom silom djeluje mlaz na zid. 

Voda se ne odbija od zida vec se zaustavi i sliva nazid. 
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A vertical force  is applied to a block of mass m that lies on a floor. What happens 

 to the magnitude of the normal force  on the block from the floor as magnitude F 

is increased from zero if force  is (a) downward and (b) upward? 

• Figure 5-26 shows a train of four blocks being pulled across a frictionless floor 

by force .What total mass is accelerated to the right by (a) force , (b) cord 3, 

and (c) cord 1? (d)Rank the blocks according to their accelerations, greatest 

first. (e) Rank the cords according to their tension, greatest first.  
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Kugla okacena o kanap duzine l rotira u vertikalnoj ravni. Odrediti silu 

zatezanja T u tri tacke date na slici 

Sila zatezanja nema konstantnu vrijednost tokom ovog kretanja 

A 

 

B 

C 

 

l Sajla vuce teret mase m  

sa ubrzanjem a. Odrediti silu zatezanja. 

Sila zatezanja raste sa povecanjem ubrzanja  

do maksimalne vrijednosti(odredjene elasticnim 

 osobinama sajle), a zatim se sajla prekida. 

Koje sile u tackama A, B, C  

daju normalno a koje  

tangencijalno ubrzanje? 
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In Fig. 5-8 , is the magnitude of the normal force  greater than, less than, or equal 

to mg if the body and table are in an elevator that is moving upward (a) at constant 

speed and (b) at increasing speed? 

 

Inercijalne sile 
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The body that is suspended by a rope in Fig. 5-10c has a weight of 75 N. Is T 

equal to, greater than, or less than 75 N when the body is moving downward at (a) 

 increasing speed and (b) decreasing speed? 

a) manje b) veće 

Inercijalne sile nastavak 
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Zasto se pri naglom trzaju (sila F impulsivna) kida nit 1 a pri laganom povecanju 

sile F kida nit 3?. Prije odgovora na ovo pitanje podsjetiti se dolje uradjenog 

zadatka. 

• Figure 5-26 shows a train of four blocks being pulled across a frictionless floor 

by force .What total mass is accelerated to the right by (a) force , (b) cord 3, 

and (c) cord 1? (d)Rank the blocks according to their accelerations, greatest 

first. (e) Rank the cords according to their tension, greatest first.  

Sila zatezanja T3 je najveca a sila T1 najmanja sila zatezanja. Pri naglom trzaju ubrzanje je veliko pa razlika izmedju 

inercijalne sile i T1 je veca nego razlika inercijalne i T3. U drugom slucaju sila F polagano raste inercijalna je zanemarljiva 

Dok sila T3 prati rast F i posto je najveca prije ce narasti do maximuma. 
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In Fig. 5-20a , a constant horizontal force Fap of magnitude 20 N is applied to 

block A of mass mA = 4.0 kg, which pushes against block B of mass mB = 6.0 kg. 

The blocks slide over a frictionless surface, along an x axis.  (a)  What is the 

acceleration of the blocks? (b)  What is the force FAB on block B from block A 

(Fig. 5-20c )? 
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In Fig. 5-28a , a toy box is on top of a (heavier) dog house, which sits on a wood 

 floor. In Fig. 5-28b , these objects are represented by dots at the corresponding 

 heights, and six vertical vectors (not to scale) are shown. Which of the vectors 

best represents (a) the gravitational force on the dog house, (b) the gravitational 

force on the toy box, (c) the force on the toy box from the dog house, (d) the force 

on thedog house from the toy box, (e) the force on the dog house from the floor, 

and (f)the force on the floor from the dog house? (g) Which of the forces are equal 

inmagnitude? Which are (h) greatest and (i) least in magnitude?  

• Koje od njih čine par akcija-reakcija? 

(a) 4 or 5, choose 4; (b) 2; (c) 1; (d) 4 or 5, choose 5; (e) 3; (f) 6; (g) 3 and 6; 1, 2, and 5; 

(h) 3 and 6; (i) 1, 2, and 5 
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Figure 5-27 shows a group of three blocks being pushed across a frictionless floor by horizontal force     .  

What total mass is accelerated to the right by (a) force     , (b) force     21 on block 2 from block 1, and  

(c) force     32 on block 3 from block 2? (d) Rank the blocks according to the magnitudes of their  

acceleration, greatest first. (e) Rank forces     ,     21, and     32 according to their magnitude, greatest first.  

(Warm-up for Problem 31)  

                                    

Fig. 5-27  Question 10. 

 

The body that is suspended by a rope in Fig. 5-10c has a weight of 75 N. Is T 

equal to, greater than, or less than 75 N when the body is moving downward at (a) 

 increasing speed and (b) decreasing speed? 

a) manje b) veće 
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A vertical force  is applied to a block of mass m that lies on a floor. What happens 

 to the magnitude of the normal force  on the block from the floor as magnitude F 

is increased from zero if force  is (a) downward and (b) upward? 

• Figure 5-26 shows a train of four blocks being pulled across a frictionless floor 

by force .What total mass is accelerated to the right by (a) force , (b) cord 3, 

and (c) cord 1? (d)Rank the blocks according to their accelerations, greatest 

first. (e) Rank the cords according to their tension, greatest first.  



In three experiments, three different horizontal forces are applied to the same 

block lying on the same countertop. The force magnitudes are F1 = 12 N, F2 = 8 

N, and F3 = 4 N. In each experiment, the block remains stationary in spite of the 

applied force. Rank the forces according to (a) the magnitude fs of the static 

frictional force on the block from the countertop and (b) the maximum value 

fs,max of that force,greatest first. 
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Pr.3 In Fig.  , horizontal force F1 of magnitude 10 N is applied to a box on a floor, 

 but the box does not slide. Then, as the magnitude of vertical force F2 is 

increased from zero, do the following quantities increase, decrease, or stay the 

same: (a) the magnitude of the frictional force s on the box; (b) the magnitude of 

the normal force  on the box from the floor; (c) the maximum value fs,max of the 

magnitude of the static frictional force on the box? (d) Does the box eventually 

slide?  

 

 

 

   

 

 

•  

 

•F1 

•F2 

Resenja a)isto b)raste c)raste e)ne 
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In Fig. 6-13a , a “Batman” thermos is sent sliding leftward across a long plastic 
tray.What are the directions of the kinetic frictional forces on (a) the thermos 
and (b) the tray from each other? (c) Does the former increase or decrease the 
speed of the thermos relative to the floor? In Fig. 6-13b , the tray is now sent 
sliding leftward beneath the thermos. What now are the 

 directions of the kinetic frictional forces on (d) the thermos and (e) the tray from 
each other? (f) Does the former increase or decrease the speed of the thermos 
relative to the floor? (g) Do kinetic frictional forces always slow objects?  
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Pr 1.In Fig., if the box is stationary and the angle q of force      is increased, do the 

following quantities increase, decrease, or remain the same: (a) Fx; (b) fs; (c) N; (d) 

fs,max? (e) If, instead, the box is sliding and q is increased, does the magnitude of the 

frictional force on the box increase, decrease, or remain the same?  

                                    

                                       

Rjesenja a)opada b)opada c)raste d) raste e)raste 

Pr.2 If you press an apple crate against a wall so hard 

that the crate cannot slide down the 

 wall, what is the direction of (a) the static frictional 

force s on the crate from the 

 wall and (b) the normal force  on the crate from the 

wall? If you increase your 

 push, what happens to (c) fs, (d) N, and (e) fs,max? 
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Figure shows a block of mass m on a slab of mass M and a horizontal force      applied to the 

block, causing it to slide over the slab. There is friction between the block and the slab (but 

not between the slab and the floor). (a) What mass determines the magnitude of the frictional 

force between the block and the slab? (b) At the block–slab interface, is the magn- 

itude of the frictional force acting on the block greater than, less than, or equal to that of the 

frictional force acting on the slab? (c) What are the directions of those two frictional forces? 

(d) If we write Newton's second law for the slab, what mass should be multiplied by the 

acceleration of the slab?  

 

a)m b)iste c)suprotne IIINj zd)M 
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In Fig. 6-14 , horizontal force F 1 of magnitude 

10 N is applied to a box on a floor,but the box 

does not slide. Then, as the magnitude of 

vertical force F2 is increased from zero, do the 

following quantities increase, decrease, or stay 

the same: (a) the magnitude of the frictional 

force fs on the box; (b) the magnitude of the 

normal force  on the box from the floor; (c) the 

maximum value fs,max of the magnitude of the 

static frictional force on the box? (d) Does the 

box eventually slide?  
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In Fig. 5-19a , a passenger of mass m = 72.2 kg stands on a platform scale in an elevator cab.  

We are concerned with the scale readings when the cab is stationary, and when it is moving  

up or down.  

                         

                 

Fig. 5-19  Sample Problem 5-8 . (a) A passenger stands on a platform scale that indicates his 

weight or apparent weight. (b) The free-body diagram for the passenger, showing the 

normal force              on him from the scale and the gravitational force             g. 

 

In this sample problem what does the scale read if the elevator cable breaks, so that the cab falls 

freely; that is, what is the apparent weight of the passenger in free fall? 

 

(a)  Find a general solution for the scale reading,  

whatever the vertical motion of the cab. 

(b)  What does the scale read if the cab is stationary or 

 moving upward at a constant 0.50 m/s? 

(c)  What does the scale read if the cab accelerates upward  

at 3.20 m/s2 and downward at 3.20 m/s2? 

 

(d)  During the upward acceleration in part (c), what is  

the magnitude Fnet of the net force on the passenger, and  

what is the magnitude ap,cab of the passenger's acceleration  

as measured in the frame of the cab? Does F net = ma p,cab? 
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